Not just a hammer…
… it’s your hammer
Like the police officer’s badge or the doctor’s
stethoscope, nothing identifies the carpenter like the
hammer. Now, it’s time for an upgrade.
Tool Driven has introduced the first real technological
breakthrough for man’s oldest tool. The patent-pending
ultra-lightweight carbon fiber and KevlarTM handle puts
the hammer’s weight where it belongs - behind the nail.
Taking weight out of the handle virtually eliminates armdamaging impact shock. It’s dramatically lighter and
stiffer than any other handle material, while still
maintaining the strength and durability demanded by
professional builders.
Made right here in the USA, the Builder is the safest and
most efficient hammer in the world, but it’s familiar. The
19 oz head weight and 17 3/8” handle feels like an old
friend in the hand … but it swings like nothing else.

Tool Driven Builder Series

Precision design. Precision engineering.
Identifying the Fundamental Flaw
With a conventional hammer, the handle is heavy relative to the
total weight of the hammer. At impact, the hammer stops very
quickly on the head of the nail. The high mass of the handle and
resulting mid-handle center of gravity continues to travel in the
direction of the swing after the head stops. Only the muscles and
tendons in the user’s hand, wrist, forearm and elbow arrest the
downward motion of the handle. It’s this impact shock that
causes discomfort for the user.

Light Weight Handle Stops the Shock
The user-replaceable handle is carefully engineered to provide
remarkably high strength at less than 1/10 th the weight of a
conventional hammer handle. This moves the center of gravity
behind the striking face. In effect, we’ve moved the weight where
it’s needed - to the head. This makes the hammer more efficient,
more comfortable, and lighter on the tool belt. Most users feel so
confident, they swing the hammer faster and hit harder than
ever, all without the potentially arm-damaging shock.

Engineered for the user
The Tool Driven Builder delivers. Replaceable, interchangeable parts mean
fast, on-site repairs and the ability to customize the hammer for your
preferences. Two side nail pullers have eight times the
mechanical advantage of other framing hammers. The
carbon fiber handle is stronger than any
other handle material but so light
weight, it virtually eliminates shock
to the arm and puts the highest
impact energy on the nail, every
time.
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